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Russia
Russia- May 21 to 28-$747-lncludes three meals a day and all transportation, including by
air from Moscow to Leningrad- the two principal areas to be visited. Flight on Aeroflot IL 62, first
cla ss hotels with private bath . March 21 deadline.
Hawaii-June 15-22- $459- To Honolulu via American Airlines. Meals and beverages on
fight, flower lei greeting, low cost optional tours. Deluxe accommodations at Sheraton
Princess Kaiulani or similar hotel, April 15 deadline.
Paris, Rome, Florence-July 17-Aug. 1-$746-Round trip jet transportation, meals and
beverages served aloft. Seven nights in Paris, four in Rome and three in Florence. All gratuities
and transfers. Low cost optional tours. May 15 deadline.
Reservations made on first-received basis. $100 due with reservation, remainder at deadline for trip.
All three to leave and return to O'Hare Field, Chicago. Make checks payable to ISU Alumni Association
(309-438-2294) .
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Illinois State University
Normal, Illinois 61761
Phone: (309) 438-2294
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Telefund
Active in planning the May Telefund for the Alumni Association are, from left, E. 8 . Mercier,
Susan Stroyan and Chuck Witte. Mrs. Stroyan is a nominee for the board of directors of the
Association while Mercier and Witte are past presidents and members of the executive committee of the board. (See Page 2)
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First annual ISU T·elefund
scheduled early in May
The first annual ISU Alumni
Association Telefund champaign will
be conducted in McLean and other Central !llinois counties in early May, according to Alumni Services Director
Milt Weisbecker.
Members of the campaign team will
call alumni who have not already contributed to the Annual Fund to urge
participation during 1976.
Serving as co-chairmen of the campaign will be E.B. Mercier and Chuck
Witte, members of the executive committee of the Association. Both are
Normal-Bloomington residents who
have served as Association president
during past years.
"The Annual Fund makes it possible

~or the University to strengthen and
1~pr?ve Foundation-Alumni Distmgmshed S?holarships, and other
programs wh1_ch_can ~ot be funded by
state appropnat10ns, Weisbecker explains. "These funds are used for
'margin-of-excellence' and a variety of
othe! studen~ and alumni programs, including meetmgs for alumni in Illinois
and other states."
E-:ch alumnus who will be called will
receive a letter in advance explaining
the program. Persons who give to the
Annual Fund are listed in the Honor
Roll edition of Alumni News each
September, along with a description of
the various programs which are made
possible by the Annual Fund.

1926 reunion May 14
Members of the ISU class ofl 926 will
be _inducted into the Half Century Club
Friday, May 1-4, at the University Union during Commencement weekend
on the campus.
Emeriti faculty are invited to join the
class of 1926, along with persons who
graduated prior to '26 and are already
Half Century members, for a 10 a.m.
reception and program in the Founders
suite and a 11:30 a .m. luncheon in the
Circus Room of the Union.
A letter of invitation will be mailed to
all persons concerned. Class pictures

will be taken at the reception and a 10minute color slide sound show "ISU Today" will be shown.
K.A. "Frenchy" LaRochelle, El Paso,
heads an a lumni committee representing the class of 1926. Hortense
Emunds Rolley, '22, is assisting with
arrangements for the Half Century
group.
The a lumni records office is seeking
information about 1926 class officers
Roy McCollom and Thomas Brew (copresidents) and Ernestine (Huffington)
Roberts, vice president.

Quintet m~mbers, from left, are Max Schoenfeld, Philip Hillstrom, Russell
Bedford, Timothy Hurtz and Aris Chaves.

Sonnories group in Carnegie March
Carnegie Hall in New York City will
be the site of a March 17 performance
by the Sonneries Woodwind Quintet a
popular ISU music faculty ensembl;.
The concert program will feature the
premier of "Variations and Theme for
Five," a peice written for them by ISU
composer-in-residence Roque Cordero.
"These musicians lend prestige to

17

ISU through their impressive performance records," explains Charles
Bolen, dean of the College of Fine Arts.
"Each of them has studied with
masters and performed with major
orchestras and conductors here and
abroad. They're proof that professional
musical talent is alive and flourishing
among the faculty at ISU."

Nominations sought for annual
distinguished alumni awards
Nominations are now open for the
1976 Distinguished Alumni Awards to
be presented by the Alumni Associaa
tion at Homecoming on Oct. 9.
The awards, founded by the late L. W.
Hacker and first presented in 1971,
have been expanded by the Association
to recognize the contributions
a?hievements and service of all alum'.
Ill.

At least one award each year will go
to a person in the field of education._
Nominations may be made by anyone,
except for members of the immediate
family of the nominee.
A form to make nominations can be
obtained by writing to Alumni Services, Rambo House. Nominations are

due by July 1 and the applications will
be reviewed by an anonymous committee appointed by Alumni Association officers.
The awards are usually made to persons at or near retirement in a
successful career. Previous awards
have been made to Esther L. French,
Jam1:s D. Logsden, Lillias K. Walker,
Hai:ns Dean, Melvin Nicol, Clarence
Blair, Kathleen Jarrett, Maurice O.
Graff, Ignatius D. Taubeneck and
Thomas F. Barton.
A recognition plaque and portrait
area for award ·winners and for
members of the current board of directors of the Alumni Association is
located in the lobby of the University
Union.

Florida reunion held .
Visiting at the Tallahassee meeting were Harris Dean, left, and Eric Johnson
host for the event. Dean, an ISU distinguished alumni award winner als~
at_tended the meeting at St. Petersburg with some 40 other alumni and
f nends.

Portrait presented

by Mills family
Robert M. Mills of Stamford, Conn., a
son of the late Clifford N. Mills,
presented a portrait of his father to the
Department of Mathematics at ISU in
December. Robert K. Ritt accepted the
. gift. Mr. Mills was chairman of the ISU
department from 1925 to 1954. He died
in 1974.
Robert Mills attended ISU for one
year prior to military service and study
for an engineering degree at the University of Minnesota. He is in charge
of college recruiting for General Electric.
Douglas R. Bey, mathematics
professor, presided at the ceremony. He
and Arthur H. Larsen, former vice
president and · dean, made
arrangements for the presentation.
After his retirement from ISU Clifford Mills began a second tea~hing .
career and became acting chairman of
the math department at Sioux Falls
College (S.D.) where he received a faculty honors award in 196.'3.

Hospitality room
The ISU Alumni Association and
Athletic Department will host a
hospitality room for coaches and
other alumni at the Class AA State
High School basketball_ tournament in Champaign March 18 19
and 20. Alumni and friends of isu
are invited to visit with ISU officials and others in room 234 of
the Ramada Inn Convention
Cepter at 1501 S. Neil St., Champaign, between the various tournament ses·s ions in the Assembly
Hall.

Identified!
A number of alumni have written to
Alumni News to identify some of the
players in the women's field hockey game
pictured in the December issue. Caroline
(Wolff) Bunton, '34, of · Bloomington
called to say that she is pictured se.cond
from the left in the action and that to her
right is Dorothy (Harmon) Stack, also of
~he class of '34. Dorothy (Ba ltz) Rodgers,
36, of Monmouth also identified the
same pair, as did Ruth (Pritchett)
Hagstrum of Evanston. Harold Dennis,
'35, writes from Winter Park, Fla ., that the
picture was first used on page 63 of the
1932 Index. Different comments about
the date were received, a lthough the annual Homecoming varsity-alumni game
of 1931 may have been the scene of the
action . The players to the right and left in
the action have not been identified.
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Officers and Directors
ISU Alumni Association

Betty Wolfe Wheeler, '40
President, Streator
Eugene P. Jontry, '58
Vice President, Chenoa
Gordon L. Fidler, '5 1,
Secretary, Ottawa
John L. Baldini, '41,
Treasurer, Bloomington
E. Burton Mercier, '50,
Executive Committee, Normal
Donald Schroeder, '56,
Executive Commfttee,
Arlington Heights
W. Charles Witte, '71,
Executive Committee
Bloomington
Tom Andes, '65,
Belleville
Marion F. Cole, '42,
Chicago
Gerald Curl, '54,
Springfield
Kathleen Gentes, '62,
Fox River Grove
James L. Fisher, '56,
Towson, Maryland
Jahet Beardsley Fulk, '64,
Pekin
Joan Love Guenthe r, '69,
Naperville
Donald B. Johannes, '59,
Belvidere
Richard Manahan, '65,
Bloomington
LeRoy G. Noel, '56,
Iowa City, Iowa
Dorothy Sa in Portee, '69,
Bloomington

among alumni
1930-39

1950-59

Martha (Morrow '30) TenEyck, Melrose,
Fla. writes that after seeing a madrigal performance in 1961 at ISU she started a madrigal
concert in Gainsville, Fla. in 1963. Since moving to Melrose. she was in cha rge of the
production this past Christmas season which
was a great success.
While some people keep photo albums and
scrapbooks, Roy Moore, '30, has reflected his
l ife in poetry. Moore's hobby of writing wit and
humor about his life will become a profession
as he retires next summer at the age of 67 as
Dean of the Mankato State University School
of Health. Physical Education and Rec reation.
Under his direction Mankato State became the
first Upper Midwest institution with a major in
Health.
Lowell Johnson, (BED '39, MA ·'48, EDD
'65) superintendent for the past eight years of
District 218 in southwest Cook County, has announced his retirement effective June 30. He
and his wife Eleanor Rankin (NS '38, TC '46)
plan to make their home in Lovington. The
Johnsons plan to spend two months in the
summer in Door County, Wis .. and some of the
winter months in Florid~ to enjoy their hobbies
of fishing go_lf. and traveling.

Moore, '30

news highlights

Helen Foster (TC '53, MS '64), was featured
in The Bloomington Daily Panta.graph with an
article dealing with the athlete's diet. She is
teaching a class on early childhood nutrition at
ISU and a graduate course off. campus and is
working on her doctorate in continuing educa tion at the U. of I.
Warren P. Quensel, MS '54, a staff member
in the department of home economics and (ndustrial technology, is developing teaching
materials for potential use in driver-education
programs throughout the state with the use of
a grant received by ISU.
Charlene Bremberg, '58, was installed as
membership chairman, and Juanita J.
Wennerstrom, MS '60, as treasurer, of the Illinois Association for Health, Physical Education and Recreation at the annual convention.
Philip R. Jones, '56, has become assistant
state superintendent and administrator of the
Divjsion for Handicapped Children for the
Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction in
Madison. Jones is currently president of the
Council for Exceptional Children. He has been
associate professor in the School of Education
and Graduate School, Indiana University,
Bloomington, since 1969. He has coordinated

Word has been received from Mrs. Lester
Gamboe (Margaret Taylor '40) that she and
her husband have moved to Cherokee Village,
Ark., for retirement from Kankakee.
Violet ( Hachmeister) Larney ·41 , of Albany,
N.Y., is the author of a new book "Abstract
Algebra: A First Course," published by Prindle,
Weber & Schmidt, Boston. The text for undergraduate math majors includes thumbnail
sketches of 22 mathematicians. Dr. Larney, a
professor at the State University of New York at
Albany, has an AM degree from the University
of Illinois and a PhD from the University of
Wisconsin. Her husband, Norbert, is an
engineer with General Electric. " I hope that
any alumni who travel this way will give us a
call. If it's summer we'll take them up to
magnificent Lake George for a ride on our 38foot River Queen houseboat, or for a sail in our
9 -foot Boston Whaler _sailing dinghy," she
writes.

Charles F. Thomas, '42, has retired from the
Omaha Corps of Engineers after serving 27
years as a meteorologist. He also served as
weatherman for WOWTtelevision station from
1950-70.
Everett E. Garrison, '42, has been promoted
to director of engineering for the LibbeyOwens- Ford glass division. He will assist in
coordinating and administrating engineering
activities, and will continue to be in charge of
the engineering department's cost and estimating, material handling, and expeditings
sections. Stevens and his wife, the former
Ruby Bruniga, ' 40, live in Toledo, Ohio.
·
Lt. Col. Raymond F. Gerfen, '48, retired
from the Air Force December 31 at Kelly AFB,
Texas. and he and his wife, Annabelle, are now
living in Bulverde, Texas.

Robert A. Burnham, now associate
d~an for administration andpublicser-.
VICe at the University of Illinois
College of Education, will join the ISU
staff as dean of the College of Education July 1. He replaces Robert H.
Moore, who has served as acting dean
since Henry Hermanowicz left for a
similar position at Penn State University.
Burnham, who has a bachelor's
degree from the University of
Washington and a PhD from Stanford
University, has published widely in
finance, planning and organization of
public education. At the U of I he has
coordinated teacher education among
the six colleges.

Retirements announced
Veteran faculty scheduled for
August retirements include Dale B.
Vetter, English; Murry Lincoln Miller,
curriculum and -instruction, Dorothy
W. Clark, speech pathology and
audiology.
Vetter, named University Professor
in 1974, joined the !SU English Department in 1941 and served as acting head
of the department in 1968. Miller, on
the ISU faculty since 1950, previously
served as director of audio visual services, and Clark, a speech therapist in
Batavia, Geneva and Libertyville
public schools before joining the ISU
faculty in 1964, has been active in state
and national speech and hearing
associations.

Annual meeting set

Johnson, '39

1940-49

..Education dean named

the program preparing administrators of
special education in the Department of School
Administration. He, his wife and ten year old
daughter, Diana, recently moved to Madison.
Thei r other daughter, Valerie, is a freshman at
Indiana University.
James E. Stevens (BS '58, MS '61 ), has
been selected as the recipient of the 1975
American Chemical Society Midwest Award in
High School Chemistry. Stevens automatically
becomes eligible for the 1976 James Bryant
Conant Award. Stevens received the award for
his method of teaching which included extensive laboratory work, class discussions, group
lectures. and small problem-solving seminars.
He coaches football and baseball at John
Burroughs School, where he is in his 12th
year. He was recently honored for his 50th
football victory in 10 years of coaching.
Stevens, his wife and two children, Julie 14
and Jeffrey 11 live in Ballwin, Mo. His wife is
the former Janice Richey who attended ISU
from 1956-58.

1960-69
Paul E. Gleason (BS '60, MS '70), of Lincoln
is the director of the Young Colonials, a group
of junior high students who formed a marching
unit or colorguard with the primary purpose of
telling the America story in the Bicentennial
Flag presentation. They are booked for two or
three presentations a week for the year of
1976.
Edward T. Anderson (BS '61, MS '64),
assistant to the director of continuing educat ion and public service at ISU, has received a
grant of $2,500 to establish a computer information base to match students, jobs and
employers.

Continued on Page 4-

Two new members of the board of
directors of the Alumni Association
will be elected here at the annual
meeting Saturday, May 15, in the ISU
Union.
The two will replace Betty Wheeler,
association president, of Streator and
Dorothy Portee, Bloomington, who did
not wish to run for election again.
Four other directors will be
recommended for re-election by the
nominating committee, chaired by
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Chuck Witte. They are Eugene Jontry
Chenoa; E.B. Mercier, Normal; LeRoy
Noel, Iowa City, and Don Johannes
Belvictere.
'
The nominating committee will
_recommend the election of Susan
(Anderson) Stroyan, '72, Bloomington
and Susan (Mordini) Hutchison (BS 64:
MS· 66) of Urbana to replace Wheeler
and Portee.
Stroyan, director of adult public services for Withers Library in
Bloomington, was active as an UL·
dergraduate with freshman preview activities for two years and was president
of the library Science honorary group.
She is librarian for Wesley United
Methodist Church and is a delegate to
the McLean County Arts Council. Her
husband, Richard, '71, is marketing officer for the McLean County Bank.
Hutchison, a psychologist for the Urbana schools, is also a PhD candidate
in s~eci'.11 education at the University
of Ilhno1s. At ISU she was president of
the Association of Women Students an
honor resident, and active in Wom~n's
Recreation Association and the Special
Education Club. Sheisnowinvolvedin
the formation of a chapter of the
Association of Humanistic Psychologists in Champaign-Urbana.
A committee to name a slate of officers for the Alumni Association for
1976-77 is being headed by LeRoy Noel
and the election will be held at the May
meeting.

Enrollment set at 19,600
President Gene A. Budig has indicated that ISU does not plan to exceed the fall 1976 projection of 19,600
on the campus, "because to do so would
impair academic quality." Budig said
the University has been advised that
enrollment growth beyond this projection would not receive special funding,
and that any such growth would have
to be absorbed within existing
resources. "We do not at this time
propose to limit applications for next
fall, but we will monitor the situation
since admissions are more than 300
ahead of last year at this time."
Continued on page 5

births
A son-Randall Lewis-on May 8 to
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Carl Sieg, '63.
A son-Shannon Bryce-on August 28
to Mr. and Mrs. D. W. (Carol Verbout '69)
Leininger.
A son-Brandon Kurt-on September
27 to Mr. and Mrs. Dick Bergum, 71 .
A son-Daniel Andrew-on February 3
to Cathy (Teel, '73) and M ichael Lane in
Rushville.
A son-Brett Lawrence- on August 5
to Peggy · (Shea '71) and Larry '71,
Weitekamp in Carbondale.
A daughter-Amy Lee-on January 23
to Connie, 71 , and Ed, '69, McCabe.
A son-Michael Donald-on July 5 to
Susan, '72, and Donald, '71, Szpisjak.
A son-Mark Thomas-on May 19 to
Anna (Bates, '68) and Thomas McNeight.
A son-Cameron James-on October
7 to Cynthia (Towler, '68) and Terry Cobb
in Peoria.
A d a u g h t e r - S h a n a E v·e - o n
September 1 to Becky (Glasgow, '69) and
Steve, '69, Bjornstad in Rockford.
A son-Jeremy Michael-on
September 4 to Julia (Maytan, '66 and
'70) and Donald McKinney, '70and '71 , in
St. Petersbu rg, Fla.
A son- Joseph Robert- in September
to Gall (Armstrong, '72) and Charles J.
Nolan in Carmi.
A
son-Gregory Shane-on
September 3 to Virginia (Groehling, '73)
and Dan Dugan.
A son- James Richard-on September
26 to Mary (Weisiger, '70) and Art, '68,
West in St. Paul, Minn.

A son- Todd David-on September 1 3
to Helen (Jenkins, '63) and David; '64
Cheek in Metamora.
A
son-Christopher Lee-on
September 3 to Nancy (Vaughn, 70) and
Tim Hood in Ft. Lauderdale, Fla .
A daughter-Leanne Christine-on
October 27 to Rita (Symons, '67, MS '69)
and Jim Ness in Belvidere.
A son-James Michael-on November
6 to Peggy (Randazzo '71 , MA '72) and
John Phillip Brown, '72 in Bloomington.
A son-Brian Jacob-on November 28
to Barbara (Mueller, '71) and Jim Karban
in Belleville.
A son-Timothy Aaron-on October 25
to Cheryl (Scharf,'72) and Charles
Mueth in Millstadt.
A son-Ryan Patrick- on December 21
to Patti (Gartner, '64) and Jack Cannon.
A son-Christopher Jos~ph- on October 30 to Nancy and Clifford J. Luke (BS
'70, MS '71) in DeKalb.
A daughter - Alicia Marie-on
November 24 to Barbara A. (Gardner '73)
and Dennis A ('71) Studinski in Addison.
A daughter- Nicole Gabrielle-on
December 14 to Carolyn (Lauing, '69)
Finzer and Melvern Finzer in Naperville.
A son-Joel David-on August 9 to
Connie (Brandt, '71 )and Gary Huston, '72
in Gardner.
A son-Chad Michael- to Susan and
Michael, '72, Nolan on December 24 in
Bloomington.
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among alumni
( Continued from page·3)
Chuck Dunn '62, head of the Clemson University Political Science Department, is a
regional semifinalist in the 1976-77 White
House Fellowship Competition. Between 14
anrl 30 are chosen annually to work in White
House or Cabinet departments and attend
seminars on socio-economic and political
issues. Dunn, who was president of the student assembly at ISU as an undergraduate,
earned MS and PhD degrees at Florida State
University. .
David A. Kettwig '63, Joliet, was elected
second vice president by the American
National Bank and Trust Company of Chicago's
board of directors. Active i n many civic and
professional organii:ations, Kettwig is on the
board of directors of the American Institute of
!3anking and serves on that group's curriculum
advisory committee. He is also on the faculty of
the Joliet Junior College evening division.-

Kettwig, '63
Charles D. Smith (BS '64, MS '65), has
been awarded a grant from the Exxon Edueation Foundation of New York to study the effectiveness of an instructional system for large
classes making extensive ·use of computers to
monitor student progress. A centra l Connecticut State College faculty member in New Britain , Conn. since 1967, he formerly taught at
ISU and was a native of Peoria . He and his wife
and two sons live in Plantsville, Conn.
Leslie G. Schwarzentraub '64, has been
promoted to the rank of Captain in the US Air
Force and is serving at Bentwaters RAF Station, England, as a weapons systems instructor with a unit of the US Air Forces in Europe.
Captain Schwarzentraub is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Milton Schwarzentraub of Morton.
LCDR Normal W. Laible, '65 and Mrs. Laible (Ruth lahr, '63-66) and their three
children departed the Washington, D.C. area in
August. They are now living at Homestead Air
Force Base, Homestead, Fla., ·where Norm is
serving a three year tour as Operations Officer
at the Naval Security Group Activity.
Thomas P. Lake (BA '65, MA '70), De Paul
University, has assumed a new position with
the John Hopkins Medical Institutions as
managing editor of the Hopkins Medical News.
He is living in Baltimore, Md.
Ronald J. Drinan '65, has been promoted to
senior attorny in the law department at State
Farm Life Insurance Company's home office in
Bloomington. He joined State Farm in June,
1974, as an attorney.
Gerald R. Hinshaw (BS '65, MS '66), has informed us that he was named dean of business
services for Richland Community College in
Decatur, Illinois not in Alma, M ich., as reported
in the December Alumni News. He was
formerly employed at Alma College in Alma,
Mich. before moving to Decatur.
Garrett Scott (BS '66, MS '73), a speech
therapist for Bloomington public schools was
granted funding for a project in children 's
language disorders. Joe Aggertt '69,
agricultural occupations instructor at Delavan
High School, received funds to continue
researching best-yielding seed corns. James
Matiya '72, psychology teacher at Carl Sandburg High School in Orland Park, will analyze
how various groups associated with secondary
schools regard the study of psychology. These
three alums were recipients of the Illinois
State University Foundation's 1975 Alumn i
High School Teachers Research Program to
encourage research projects by ISU alumni
employed in Illinois high schools. The awards
do not usually exceed $500.
Seymour J. Schwartz '67, writes that he is
teaching Political Science at Kennedy-King
College in Chicago. He is also engaged in
writing books on foreign and national security
policy an~ a textbook on the social sciences.

M .R. McCarty '68, Captain, U.S. Marine
Corps, is now assigned to Company F,
Second B1!ttalion, Twenty-fourth Marines in
Milwaukee. Capt. McCarty returned to the United States last October after a 13 month tour
in Okinawa with the Third Marine Division
where he served as Commanding Officer. His
battalion deployed to Thailand and landed on
KOH TANG ISLAND as part of the MAYAGUEZ
recovery operation . He and his wife, Maryann,
have two sons.
The Rev. and Mrs. Gary (Janet Summers,
'69) York have moved to Normal where Rev.
York w ill be the new minister at Eastview
Christian Church. They have two daughters,
Amanda, 5, and jennifer, 3.
Lt. Gary W . Schnurrpusch '69, has been
ordered to t he USS Edward McDonnel as the
ship's weapons officer. His home port is
Mayport, Fla., and Gary and his wife Diane
(Read, '70) and 2 year old son, Ryan, own a
home in nearby Ponte Vedra Beach, Fla .

Altemus, '69
James R. Altemus '69, was named director
of public relations of the Illinois Farm Bureau.
last fall he served as coordinator of the Illinois
Farm Bureau Sales Mission to eastern Europe.
Gerald W. Lott (BA '69, MS '74), was appointed visiting lecturer for extension from the
University of Wisconsin at Superior. His duties
include conducting of in-service workshops for
teachers who would like to utilize the Elementary Science Study materials for teaching
science in their classrooms. This appointment
is in addition to his current position as mathscience coordinator for Elementary School
District 64 in Park Ridge.
Rev. Mary Ann Peters '69, has been ordained a Deacon in the Episcopal Church and
received the M. Divinity from Nashotah House,
an Episcopal seminary. She is now residing in
Janesville, Wis.
During the day Michael Gratchner (BS '69,
MS '71 ), teaches children's literature in the
English department at ISU. At night he travels
to various towns in Illinois to work as the official photographer for the American Wrestling
Association, an organization of professional
wrestlers. His main task is taking publicity and
magazine photos whic h he frequently accompanies with stories about wrestlers he knows
for publication in Wrestling News magazine.
He is also executive director of the Wrestli ng
Fans International Association which includes
about 3000 members. In 1974 he won the
award for t he best wrestling photo of the year.
He and h is wife. (Grace Miller, '67) live in Normal.
Ronald N. Satz MA '67, and his wife
(Christa IIGaudas '69) are now living in Martin, Tenn., where he is an associate professor
of History at the University of Tennssee at Martin, and recently published American Indian
Policy in the Jacksonian Era, (University of
Nebraska Press, March, 1975.)

1970-75
Reed M . O' Bear '71, has been promoted to
the r_a nk of Captain in the US Air force. He is a
radar navigator with ct unit of the Strategic Air
Command.
Todd, '70, and Marilyn (McAtee, '70)
Taylor are now living in Hysham, Mont .. where
Todd is teaching·at Forsyth after spending four
years in the Air Force. They have two
daughters, Rebecca Marie and Megan Lynn.
Anne Walter, MS '70, filmmaker on the art
department faculty at ISU, has been awarded a
certificate of merit in the 37th Scottish International Amateur Film Festival. Severa l of
Anne's films have won awards in international
competition the past few years.

Continued on page 7-

Basketball coaches Hall of Fame
room to open in H_orton in May
-~--:t-t::,

Ron Ferguson, assistant basketball coach and assistant athletic director,
stands by the new Hall of Fame sign just outside the southeast entrance to
Horton Field House.

The dream of a dozen dedicated
basketball coaches becomes reality on
Saturday, May 1, when the Illinois
Basketball Coaches Association opens
its Hall of Fame room at Horton Field
House on the Illinois State University
campus.
The gala event will be held the same
day as the fourth annual Hall of Fame
dinner at the University Union.
Ron Ferguson, assistant coach and
assistant athletic director at ISU, is
president of the coaches association.
He was with that small but farsighted group of coaches that met in
Springfield six years ago to form the Illinois Basketball Coaches Association.
Sherrill Hanks of Quincy called the
meeting.· "There were about 12 of us
there," Ferguson recalls. "We felt the
need for an organization primarily interested in basketball."
Hanks became the organization's
first president, followed by ISU alum
Chuck Rolinski of Toluca, who was
also in that original group.
Ferguson, who had a great high
school coaching career at Dolton Thornridge, is currently in the second of a
three-year term as the IBCA president.
He is overseeing the Hall of Fame
room project at Horton Field House.
The location is the old Varsity Club
room. It will continue to serve the ISU
Varsity Club, as well as providing a
hom"e for the Hall of Fame displays
that will attract basketball fans from
all over the state to ISU.
·
The room has been paneled, carpeted
and refurnished through funds provided by the IBCA. A large sign outside of
the field house notes that the Hall of
Fame room is lqcated there.

•

1nmemory
Peggy Weitekamp (Shea '73),
November 10 in Marion. She formerly lived at 103 W. Locust, Norma I. Peggy was
employed as a secretary at Mennonite
Hospital in Marion at the time of her
death.
Gregory J. Anderson, '70, on
December 16, 1974, in Moline. Greg had
taught school at Colona since his graduation.
Lillie H. Parry, '42, on August 4, 1974,
in Zion.
Mrs. Ray(Mildred) Bone, '22, on May 9.
Ralph R. Eadie, '39, on May 8. .
Dudley C. Courtright, ' 18, on January
15 in Clearwater, Fla. Before retirement,
he had served as principal of Mac S.
Hayes Vocational Hrgh and Apprentice
Trade School in Cleveland, Ohio.
Mrs. Reinhart (Maurine) Genzel, '22,
on December 31 , 1974, in San Diego,
Calif.
James Henebry, '30, on December 31
in Peoria.
Dale Wilson Putman, ' 32, on January
25. He had been proprietor of Putman's
Book Shop in Bloomington for 22 years
until his retirement in June.

The Illinois Basketball Coaches
Association has grown to 1,500
members in its six years of existence.
One of its main projects that started
last year on the ISU campus is the
Class A and Class AA all-star games.
The revenue-producing games were
highly successful and will be played
again this summer on July 10.
This IHSA-sanctioned event will
climax a three-day coaching clinic
which will feature the outstanding
coaches throughout the country,
The Hall of Fame banquets at Illinois
State the past three years have drawn
from 750 to 1,000 persons to campus
each time.
The Hall of Fame Room dedication is
expected to attract a large number
again May 1. That is scheduled for 3
p.m., with the banquet at 6:30.
Coaches of the year in junior high
school, Class A and AA high school,
junior college and university will be
honored at that time.
The Illinois Basketball Coaches
Association events are among many
attractions that are making ISU the
sports capital of downstate Illinois.
The Illinois High School Association, based in Bloomington, is finding
the ISU campus a popular location for
many of its championship events. ·
Especially successful is the IHSA
football playoff series that is broadcast
statewide by Art Kimball of WJBC,
and televised by WGN of Chicago. The
five-game championship series will be
played Nov. 26-27 at Hancock Stadium
for the third year.
The IHSA also plans to hold championships in girls basketball at Horton
Field House.
Roger Cushman

Mrs. Ray Henderson, ·20, on May 24.
Adebayo Tunji Morin, '75, December 4
in Bloomington.
William Henderson May, '48, March
26, 1975.
Ruth L. Paine, '29, on Apri l 6, 1972.
Francis A. Hoover, '24, in 1973.
Bessie Harrington Cook, '01, in 1974 at
the age of 91.
Fred Branom, ·15, November 14, 1972.

A Milner Library staff member until her
retirement.in 1973, Jean E. Nelson, died
January 22 in DeKalb. On the staff from
1962 until her retirement, Miss Nelson
was active in McLean County, Illinois and
national li brary associations.
Two other staff members, Margaret
Hughes, secretary to Bruce Kaiser at the
University Union for 15 years, and Ed
Miller, an electrician at ISU since 1970,
died in December in Normal.
Jean Lukens, '50, in January. From
1955 to 1970 she conducted programs
for teachers of the educable mentally
deficient at Pontiac, Mich. In 1970 she
became director. of the educational
program at Children's Hospital, Universi·ty of Arkansas.

among alumni

news highlights

Continued from page 3
Bruce Breitweiser (BS '70, MS '73), has
been named a partner in the reorganized accounting firm of Dunbar, Breitweiser and Co.
of Bloomington. He passed his state Certified
Public Accountant examination in 1973.
Robert Cornwell, '70, has resigned as
director of the Western Avenue Community
Center in Bloomington, after almost six years
at the center.
Michael P. '70, and Sharon (Combs '70)
McCuskey, are now living in Lacon. Michael, a
graduate of St. Lou is University Law School,
has joined the law office of O.B. Pace. Jr ..
Lacon.

Brooks, '71
Jerry Gura '71, has been appointed employe
publications manager for Montgomery Ward &
Co. In his new position. Gura assumes the
duties of editor for the company's nationwide
employe publication, Forward. He joins
Montgomery Ward following three years as internal communications coordinator for
General Telephone. In 1971 he was employed
for one year as a reporter for the Bloomington
Pantagrapn.
Brad D. Neuhaus '71, has a new position
with Reynolds Securities Inc., as an account
executive. The firm, located in Phoenix, Ariz., is
in the securities business, is a member of all
the major stock exchanges and offers a full
range of investment services.
Violette Brooks '71, received a MA degree
in August of 1975 from Governors State University in the area of Communication Science.
She lives in Chicago.
Billiamin Ali (BS '71, MS '72) is a member of
the 1975 class at the Michigan State University College of Osteopathic Medicine. He _will
pursue a 12-term program leading to the Doctor of Osteopathy (DO) degree. In 1974 he also
received the MPH in public health from the University of Pittsburgh.
Thomas W. Cross, '72, has joined the farm
department of the McLean County Bank as
assistant farm manager. Cross, a graduate of
Hartsburg-Emden High School, joined the
Bank in 1972 as a teller and later headed the
drive-in facility before joining the farm department.
John S. Hubbartt '72, received the Master
of Divinity from the Southwestern Baptist
Theological Seminary in December.
Charles McKelvy '72, who has been
accepted by Penn State University for graduate
studi"es in journalism, has been hired by the
City News Bureau of Chicago as a general
assignment reporter . He plans to wor~ for City
News for one year before beginning h is studies
at Penn State.
Vince Quevedo MS '72. Bloomington's plan
examiner is now a citizen of the United States.
He received his citizenship in official _
ceremonies in Peoria in November. Before
becoming Bloomington's plan examiner he
worked 2 ½ years as a teaching assistant at
ISU. Quevedo is from Manila.
John D. Sledge (BS '72, MS '75), has
become a member of the certified public accounting firm of Guthoff & Company Ltd. in
Bloomington. A native of Heyworth, he served
in Vietnam in the Army where he rece ived two
Purple Hearts and a Bronze Star for combat efforts. He and his wife, Sharon, have a son,
John.
Jean Budig (MS '73, PhD '75), became
assistant director of Administration by Competency, Department of Educational Administration at ISU on Janaury 1. She has been
teaching in the Allied Health Department. Her
doctoral thesis was on relationships among
enrollment. voluntary financial support and intercollegiate athletics.
Romain Gillen, '72, is in retail merchandising in Luxembourg in Europe. He was a
campus visitor March 16 following a week in
New York City on business . .He was a business
administration major at ISU and has maintained an active interest in the University and
the Al umni Association.

Judith Ivey (Mrs. Ricardo Gutierrez '73),
appeared as Hazel Niles in the Goodman
Theatre 's production of Mourning Becomes
Elektra. She is in her second year of
professional theater in Chicaqo. She made h~r
professional debut as Jilly in the goodman
Theatre's American P,remiere of the The Sea
last season. She also appeared in The
Phili'.Jnthropist and recently portrayed Jackie in
Hay Fever.
Dale Bumpus '73, recently won $10,000 in
the Illinois Instant Lottery. Dale isan insurance
agent with Lincoln National Life Insurance and
lives in Bloomington.

McCuskey, '70

Alumni-Parents luncheon

Alaska Fieldtrip set

A Commencement luncheon for
graduates, their relatives and alumni
will be held in the University Union
Ballroom following the 117th annual
Commencement on campus Saturday,
May 15.
The luncheon will be sponsored by
ISU Parents Association and the
Alumni Association. Invitations will
be mailed to the families of 1976
graduates. Reservations may be made
with Alumni Services at Rambo House.

The ISU Geography Department will
conduct an Alaskan fieldtrip for
graduate or undergraduate
(Geography 306) credit (or audit) June
20 through Aug. 12. Visits will be made
to Juneau, Glacier Bay, Skagway,
Whitehorse, Mt. McKinley National
Park, Anchorage, Valdez, and the
group will spend four weeks at the University of Alaska, Fairbanks. A$1,425
fee covers all expenses but food. James
E. Patterson, ISU geography professor,
will provide detailed information.

Richardson appointed

Geography Trippers April 3

Carmen C. Richardson, a member of
the English Department faculty since
1971, has been named chairperson of
the department by Dean Barbara S.
Uehling. A graduate of · Oklahoma
State University with BS, MS and EdD
degrees, she taught children' s
literature, language arts and reading
in four states before joining the ISU
faculty.

The Geographv Trinoers will hold
their 37th annual reunion at 12:30 p.m.
April 3, at Souffers, 32 East Randolph
St., in Chicago. Reservations at $5.25
· can be made with James Patterson at
the ISU Geography Department.

Student Exchange

Keaton honored
Lucy Secrest, MA '73, was recently named
assistant secretary at .the Bliss Group Companies, an insurance-marketing organization .
She joined the firm in 1974 and lives in Normal.
Darilyn Manring. '73, has presented her
master's recita l on the cello at Yale University,
New Haven, Conn .• where she is studying
toward her master's degree in music. Her
parents live in Normal.
Cheryl (Stringer) Pence '73, is presently
working at the University Library in Iowa City,
Iowa where her husband, Mark, is a graduate
student. She formerly was material consultant
at the Wilson Jr. High in Rockford.
Bruce C. Boettner '74, is working for
Whitehead Realtors in Rockford and coaches a
boys basketball team (ages 9 - 14) through the
Downtown Boys Club.
Dennis Owens '74, a native of Bloomington,
has been named accounts payable and
receivable supervisor for FS Services. Owens
will be responsible for all accounts payable and
accounts receivable in FS, including member
company balances.
Maryrose Pilcher, MA '74, a visiting assistant professor at Northwestern University, has
sold an original metal sculpture to the Dayton
Art Institute in Dayton, Ohio. She is one oftwo
artists whose work will inaugurate an outdoor
sculpture garden at the Art Institute. A threefoot high by 10-foot long, free-standing
aluminum work. Legion No. 1 B, is one of a
series of five outdoor sculptures executed by
Ms. Pilcher. The artist described it as a play
between positive forms and mass and negative
-space.
Craig Palmer '75, and Charles Schreck '75,
have been awarded a certificate of merit for an
entry fn Young Designers Competition 1974.
sponsored by the Wolf and Mary Braun Fund of
New York City. The pair, along with senior
Beverly Leesman, comprised the design by using bottles and jars to be used for packaging
foods, drugs, cosmetics and household goods.
The designs were done as classwork in a visual
communications class, and are now currently
included in the Permanent Packaging Exhibit
in New York City.
Gerald Henderson '75, is in his first year of
teaching special education in Watseka . He is
also involved in Jaycee work and in coaching
8th grade basketball. He and his wife Nancy
live in Watseka.

John Corrigan '75. a native of Odell, has
been named coordinator of veterans affairs at
Illinois Central College . He was formerly coordinator of veterans i nformation at ISU.
Jayampathy Samarakoop, MS '75, has
been sent to the island of Sri Lanka (formerly
Ceylon) on a $55,000 gr ant for two years from
the National Science Foundation. He is a
native of the island and will study the behavior
of an important protein fish, as the government
of Sri Lanka wants to promote fish farming.
Sherry Jastrzab '75, is serving as company
manager for a traveling puppet production that
will tour schools throughout McLean County
co-sponsored by the department of theater at
ISU and the McLean County Arts Council. Miss
Jastrzab has been active in teaching creative
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Anna Keaton, who retired in 1968 as
dean of women at Illinois State, was
named Outstanding Senior Citizen of
the Month in Janaury by the
Bloomington Normal Kiwanis Club.
She is active with the YWCA board of
directors, the Normal Improvement
League, McLean County Retired
Teachers Association, First United
Methodist Church and the McLean
County Senior Action Center and
Senior Citizen Advisory Council.

Seek Red- Tassel alumni
Red Tassel, Illinois State University's senior honorary society that
recently has been accepted as a chapter
of Mortar Board, is planning an alumni
chapter for Normal-Bloomington area
residents.
Persons who are members of Mortar
Board, or of an organization like Red
Tassel that became part of Mortar
Board after they graduated, are invited
to share in the spring i'nstallation
ceremony and become part of ISU's
alumni chapter, regardless of where
they graduated.
The installation will be in April. Interested persons should contact Jude
Boyer, associate dean of student affairs
at ISU, and Red Tassel adviser, at 4365451. Red Tassel needs to know the
name, collegiate chapter, and current
address of those who wish to join.

~

A new international student exchange program has been announced
by the ISU Bicentennial Committee,
Irwin Spector, chairman.
Funds have been obtained to pay the
tuition and $1,000 toward living expenses at International House for one
year. A similar arrangement will be
made for an ISU student abroad.
The first exchange will be with the
University of Lausanne, Switzerland, .
during 1976-77. The Office of International Studies, sponsor for the
program, is now taking applications.
Spector hopes to raise $20,000 to establish the program on a permanent
basis. He asks that contributions be
sent to the ISU Foundation and marked for the Bicentennial Student Exchange Scholarship Program.

Eckelmann-Taylor honored
The speech and hearing clinic in
Fairchild Hall has been named for
Dorathy Eckelmann and the late
Glenn Taylor. Dr. Eckelmann who
retired in· 1973, was director of the
speech clinic from 1945 to 1968. Dr.
Taylor was directo1· of the hearing lab
from 1950 to 1968. He died in 1971.

Coming events
Spring events on the calendar for the
ISU Union Auditorium include Yehudi
and Hephzibah Menuhin on March 15;
Henry Fonda as Clarence Darrow on
April 4; pianist Van Cliburn April 10
and the Broadway musical 1776 on
May 3.

Fletcher makes television commercials
"I'm pleased to be an actor who's
working," says John Fletcher, 1973
theatre graduate.
It's tough to get into acting today, but
Fletcher, a Metropolis native, has his
foot in the door. He is a familiar face in
every house in Chicago and Central Illinois that has a television set.
Recently he was seen as that cheery
young fellow in two TV commercials
for McDonald's restaurants and his
voice is heard on one McDonald's radio
commercial.
·
. Fletcher brings experience . in his
role. He has been in at least 27 productions in university and professional
theatre. At ISU he was m nme
mainstage shows, including leads in
"She Loves Me," and "My Fair Lady."
drama in the Bloomington-Normal Community.
Andrew Goeke '75. was named to the
newly-created post of Manager of R & D Information, Funk Seeds International. He will
coordinate the flow of research data to and
from Funk Plant breeders and the seed company's data processing department. He was a
research assistant on the Funk reserach staff
prior to accepting his new position.
James A. Cox '75, has assumed duties as
an assistant adult probation officer in McLean

What's in the future for Fletcher?
Right now he has another McDonald's
commercial planned. And he's busy as
a resident actor and public relations
man for the Conklin Dinner Theatre
Players, Goodfield.

County. Cox also served two years as a correctional counselor with the U.S. Army at Ft.
Knox. Ky. He and his wife, Leanne '75, live i n
Bloomington.
Don Roach '75, a house painter and a parttime graduate student at ISU. won first prize in
pa inting and the Merwin Medal for best of
show at the opening of the Bloom ingtonNormal Art Associations annual amateur
show. Roach's oil painti ng was titled Corri's
- Dream.
·
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Swalec gets used to hearing
complaints about his decisions
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Flanking basketball star Mike Bonczyk are his parents and number one fansCecelia and Ed Bonczyk, both 1951 ISU graduates.

Bonczyk ends basketball
career for Illinois State
Peppery 5-foot-10 Mike Bonczyk has
gained basketball recognition for passing the ball rather than shooting jt.
The ISU senior, also a regular outfielder for the baseball team, achieved
all-state honors in high school as the
playmaker on Dolton Thomridge
teams that won state championships in
1971 and 1972.
Now he holds all of Illinois State's
assist records in basketball-23 for one
game, 179 for one season, and over 400
for his career.
"I understand my role, and I'm happy with it," Bonczyk said. "I just wish
more spectators would realize that
there's more to the game than putting
the ball through the basket. I wish they
appreciated the rebounder and the
passer more."
Bonczyk has gained sorrie recognition for his playmaking art. A basket. ball annual published by College
Sports Today lists Bonczyk as one of
the five "greatest passers in the country."
Illinois State coach Gene Smithson
has been a Bonczyk fan for a long time.
"When I recruited him" Smithson
said, "I though the was one ofthe finest
playmakers I had ever seen. It is rare to
find a player who gets more enjoyment
out of making the play than being on
the shooting end. These kind of players
are vital to the success of a club, and
they are a rare breed."

LOST!!
There are no mailing addresses
available in the records department
of Alumni Services for the following
persons who are listed as 1926
graduates. If you have information
about these persons, please notify
Alumni Services.
Miss Annie L. Adams
Miss Ethel Mai Alderson
Miss Thelma Leota Allen
Mr. Claude H. Ammon
Mrs. Lewis Anderson (Helen Caughlan)
Mrs. Lilyan L. (Laird) Armstrong
Miss Leona June Athey
Miss Lillia n 0. Bahr
Mr. Ralph Waldo Baremore
Mrs. Marjorie Bean
Miss Florence Beery
Miss Helen C. Bell
Miss Harriet Mae Black
Mrs. Gladys (Mooney) Blair
Mrs. Paul S. Blenz (Luella Clark)
Miss Dorothy Bock
Mr. Adrian C. Book
Mrs. Arthur Borman (Lucy Ellen Bailey)
Mrs. Richard Boucher (Maude Hathaway
Danforth)
Mrs. Thomas Brew
Mrs. Frank Brown (Mildred Griffiths)
Miss Helen I. Buchele
M iss Edith Bullard

John Swalec, '56, is one school official who is conditioned to hearing
complaints about decisions h e makes.
As an NCAA and state high school
wrestling official for the past 10 to 15
years, he has been booed by as many as
12,600 fans at one time.
Swalec, first a coach at Niles West,
Oak Lawn High School and at Joliet
Junior College, has refereed some 10,000 individual matches.
The 1976 Big 10 meet at Iowa City in
March will mark his third straight year
for this meet. He has worked both
NCAA university division and college
division championships.
He officiated the Illinois High School
Association finals in 1970 and 1971
(1971 at ISU) and was on the team for
the State All-Star meet at Champaign
last August.
Three of his former wrestlers have
won national titles and several others
have won Big 10 and other major conference championships.
Swalec considers competing on
Coach Gene Hill's championship
wrestling teams at ISU in 1953, 1954
and 1955 with Dick Bruno, George

John Swalec, '56
Egofske and Gene Hoffman as the base
for his officiating career.
Now on the staff of the Illinois Community College Board in Springfield,
he earned the Ph.Din Educational Administration at ISU in May of 1975.

Boncyk first developed his game under the guidance of his father Ed, an
ISU alum who coaches basketball at
Thornton Community College.
"I knew as I got older that I was not a
terrific one-on-one player," Mike said.
"My dad always stressed that I give
100 per cent and do the other things
well-play smart, play defense and
hustle." ·
Bonczyk honed his skill at Thomridge under Ron Ferguson, now assistant coach at Illinois State. With Bonczyk at guard, Thomridge had a 64-1
record over two seasons.
"Every club needs a player who is unselfish," Ferguson said. "Mike's chief
concern was to pass the ball. Ifhe had a
fault, it was that he sometimes forced
the pass in the same way that some
players will try to_ force a shot."
Because he doesn't shoot often, Bonczyk is sometimes left unguarded. That
tactic backfired for Indiana State when
Mike pumped in ISU's first two baskets
from the top of the circle, fueling the
Redbirds' 11th victory in 15 starts. He
has made nearly half of his field goal
attempts this season.
"I've always felt I could shoot," he
said. "It's just amatterofconfidence."
"I'm satisfied that I've accomplished
what I wanted to . accomplish in
college," he said. "I've played for winning teams all along. I'm happy I came
here."

There still are jobs in teaching-if
candidates are aggressive,
enthusiastic and innovative, says
Parker Lawlis, ISU director of placement.
Fewer numbers of teachers are needed these days, but while figures indicate tl}.at the situation· will not get
• much better, there are ways to get into
the teaching profession, a study by
Lawlis indicates.
"Individuals can increase their
marketability as teacher candidates in
many 'crowded' fields by increasing
the scope of classes they are qualified to
teach. Or it would help to secure a
minor in a subject which is in greater
demand," he says.
There are fields that need teachers.
According to Lawlis' study, the greatest demand for teachers is ranked in
this order: (1) agriculture; (2) industrial
technology; (3) physical science; (4)
mathematics; (5) most areas of junior

high school; (6) special education with
multi-fields; (7) library science; (8)
music; (9) reading; and (10) elementary
education for men.
However, a teaching degree no
longer will guarantee a teaching position anywhere. The teacher shortage
that existed during the 50s and 60s has
ended and probably will never return.
The end of the teacher boom has
come about from declin.i ng enrollments
in the public schools, Lawlis says.
Lower turnover rates, increased financial crises in school districts, increased
pay, and persons trained in previous
years who return to teaching all contribute to a lesser need for new
graduates.
Of the 1,658 education majors who
graduated from ISU last spring, 884
currently a:re teaching. The trend for
graduates is to use their education
degree in other fields, he points out.

Miss Lauretta A. Cody
Mrs. Edward L. Cole (Elma E. Brock)
Mrs. Joseph M ." Coughlin (Vivian Bowman)
Miss Anna Lucille Cra ig
Mr. Purl Ellis Crowder
Mr. Guy Cunningham
Mr. Edward Ancil Curry
Mr. Chester Davidson
Miss Edna Louise Drom
Mrs. John M . Dykes (Kathryn F. Killian)
Mrs. Katherine (Hatfield) Eaton
Mrs. Charles Egan (Reva Oppleman)
Mrs. Harold J. Eigenbrodt (Mildred Hixson)
Miss Mabel Elrick
Miss Zelma Erickson
Miss Erma E. Fischbach
Miss Anna Marie Foran
Mrs. Allen R. Freeman (Mary Robinson Eddy)
Miss Laura Fulrath
Mrs. Alvin Geibel (Margaret Coolidge)
Mrs. William J. Getty (Bessie Swanson)
Mrs. George Gillam (Dorothy A . Crouch)
M iss Frieda M. Gipson
Miss Kathryn M. Gleason
Mr. Maurice Glenn
Mrs. Joseph R. Goff (Anna Ellen Stoneha m)
Miss Myrtice Goodwin
Mr. Warren R. Greene
Mr. Arthur R. Gri~semer
Miss The lma Grush
Miss Hanna L. Guenther
Miss Myotta I. Gurney
Mrs. Ernie Gustafson (Esther M. Hill)
Mr. Fred Gustoff
Mrs. Carroll Hammond (Veva Eunice Blair)
Mr. Forrest Harper

Mr. Melvin Howard Hill
Miss Marie Hobart
Miss Margaret Hoffman
Miss Helen Hofman
Mrs. Frank Hoglund (Marie N. Lundgren)
Miss Vera Holdredge
Mrs. William A. Hunt (Bonnie Dell Smith)
Mr. Joseph M . Johnson
Mrs. Kenneth Johnston (Margaret Kelso)
Mr. France~ Keller
Miss Naomi Keller
Sr. Elizabeth of Trinity (Charlotte Kinsella)
Miss M.J. Kinsella
Mrs. E. W . Kissel (Irene M. Jene)
Mrs. Edgar Lehr
Mr. Earl F. Liddle
Mrs. John Ludwig (Olive Theresa Neumann)
M iss Kathryn Mahon
Mr. Mark M. McCullough
Mrs. William McFarling (Ruth A . Day)
Mrs. A. W. McVaigh (Ethel McMahan)
Miss Lena B. Metzger
Mrs. T. Ray Miller (Cora Siemers)
Miss Elva Miller
Mrs. William Moore (Lucille Mason)
Miss Eunice Morrill
Miss Rose May Morris
Miss Frances Nelson
Miss Gertrude Oesch
Mrs. Horace Paxson (Ethel Metcalf)
Mr. J . Elmer Pentecost
Miss Helen I. Perry
Mrs. Orson M . Phelps (Margaret Welsh)
Mrs. Gordon Reed (Anna Regina Kane)
Mrs. Lloyd Rodman (Paige McDeed)
Miss Marie Ropp

Mrs. Mabel (Ripley) Rosenthal
Miss Irene F. Roth
Mrs. Albert W. (Mary Helen) Schimmel
Miss Lucille Schultz
Miss Gertrude Schulze
Miss Margaret I. Seltzer
Miss Mildred Shaw
Miss Gretchen W. Smith
M iss Leota N. Smtih
Mrs. WilJiam A. Snyder (Virginia Chapman)
Miss Bertha Sprague
Miss Mary L. Steckel
M iss Velora Steinman
Mrs. M . V. Stephenson (Elsie E. Changnon)
Mrs. Bradford A. Stewart (Vergie Dorsett)
Mr. Fred D. Stiles
Miss Mary Stuart
Mrs. Marvin Stucker
Miss Dorothy Stuckey
Mrs. Frederick Swanson (Rachel Brandicon)
Mrs. William E. Taylor (Helen Willett)
Mr. Keneth Teter
Mrs. William R. Turner (Esther Sloan )
Mrs. Laura F. (Johnson) Ulery
Miss Mildren S. Urch
Mr. Frank D. Vincent
Miss Gladys 0. Wainscott
Mrs. Edna E. (Joh nson) Walder
Mr. Ralph C. Weaver
Miss Hazel M. Welch
Miss Eva Wells
Miss Gladys Williams
Miss Edna F. W ilson
Mrs. Vivian (Glenn) Wilson
Mrs. R. E. Wood (Goldie Baker)
Mrs. Alan Wylie (Gladys M . MacDonald)

Teaching jobs are available to
aggressive candidates - Lawlis

Jan Steele
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Doug Collins night in Chicago
attracts over -200 ISU alumni

Area meetings an importa·nt link
~

Visiting at the Doug Collins night in Chicago Feb. 10 are, from left, Jim
Durham, basketball coach Gene Smithson, alumni and foundation director
Milt Weisbecker and Lorne Brown. Durham and Brown are Chicago Bulls
sports announcers and Brown was recently named as assistant to White Sox
baseball announcer Harry Carey.

•

This Danville meeting represents the eight alumni-parents meetings sponsored by the Alumni and Parents Associations and the ISU Admissions Office.
The meetings are regarded as an important link betweeri the campus and the
public. The final two meetings of the year will be held March 25 at the Rolling
Meadows Holiday Inn and.March 30 at the Ramada Inn in Dolton .

marriages
Elaine Unser to David E. Mills, '73, in June
at Goodfellow A ir Force Base in San Angelo,
Texas, where David. graduated from ChineseMandarin Language School. Elaine is a
graduate of Fort Bonne College, St. Louis,
David reported to Schofied Army Base on the
island of Oahu, Hawaii, on December 2 and
w ill receive a Direct Commission with the U.S.
Army Security Agency and will also be attending the University of Hawaii as a graduate
' student.

Alice Leman, '75, to Richard Reardon in
December. They make their home in East
Peoria .

Patricia L. Beert, '75, to Carl Rinker in
November in Rockford. Patricia is employed by
Northwestern University in Evanston. Carl,
who wrote the ceremony, is employed by
Peerless Electronic Co. and attends Mundelein
Weekend College. They r eside in Ch icago.

Rita McCord to David Dennis, '73,
December 28 in Oregon, Rita is a graduate of
·western Illinois University w ith a degree in
recreation. She is employed by Brown
Publishing Company in art layout. David is a
student at Dubuque Theological Seminary.
The couple resides in Dubuque, Iowa.

Sue Ann Fieldman, '75, to Kurt Thomas Clement in October in Normal. Sue is employed by
Central National Bank of Mattoon. Kurt is
employed by Illinois Natural History Survey as
an aquatic biologist. He graduated from
Eastern Illinois University. The couple is
residing in Mattoon.
Mary Lou Daley, '72, to Andrew Beffin October in Kansas City,' Mo. Mary Lou is
employed by Crown Center Hotel as group
reservation manager. Andrew is a graduate of
Kansas University and is employed by an
architectural and engineering consulting firm.
They reside in Kansas City.
Shirley Ann Barrett, '73, to David Wilson in
November i n Normal. Shirley is emp loyed by
the· McLean County Clerk's Office. David is
engaged in construction work with his father.
They reside in Bloomi ngton.
Bari Morgenstern, '72, to Ira Moltz in June
in Chicago. Bari is employed as a secretary at
the American National Bank in Chicago. Ira
graduated from law school at the American
University and is a l~wyer in the office of the
state appellate cou rt. They are residing in
Chicago.
Cynthia Haughey, '75, to Walter J .
Honnegger in August in Watseka . The new
Mrs. Honnegger will teach scho~I and Walter
is engaged i n fa rming. They make their home
in Montmorenci, Ind.
Jane Oltman to David R. Benson, '75, in
September at Funks Grove. Jane is a graduate
of the University School of Beauty Cu lture and
David is employed by the U.S. Post Office. They
reside in Normal.
Jennifer Sue Hammerslag, '75, to John
Joseph Placek, '73, December 20. John is a
law student at John Marshall Law School in
Chicago.
Kim Green 'to Charles Davenport, '74,
December 20 in Heyworth. Kim works for State
Farm Insurance and Charles is principal of
Wapella Grade School. The couple is making
their home in Heyworth.

Katherine Reidel, '75, to John Mark McKinzie in June in Bloomington. The couple w as
married on the 51st wedding anniversary of
the groom's grandparents. Th e groom
graduated from the University of Illinois in
1974 and is working on his master's degree in
busine~s administration. They reside in Urbana .

Le_
anne
Cox, '75,
bachelors
bachelors

Ruth Dixon, '75 to James Alian
in October in Normal. She has a
degree in history and he has a
degree in Corrections.-

Keran Corrigan, '75, to James L. Johnson in
August in Pontiac. Keran is employed by the
IGA food store i n Normal and James is a
carpenter in association with his father in
Bloomington. They reside in Normal.
Mary Rothrock to Tim O'_Brien, '75, in October in Atlanta. Mary graduated from Olympia
High School and Tim is employed by Dunn and
Bradstreet. The couple resides in Peoria.
Denise Irene Wentland, '74, to David Lee
Peters, '75, in November in Fisher. Denise is
employed by American Oi l Chemists Society as
a production manager and David is an instructor at Parkland Community College in Champaign. They are residing in Mahomet.
Patricia Lacombe, '75, to Curtis Miller on
November 29 in Oak Lawn. Curtis is a 1975
graduate of Illinois Wesleyan University and is
employed by Bement Grain Company as an
assistant manager. The couple is making their
home in Monticello.
Rhonda Joy Reinitz to Frederic A. Lauher,
'74, on November 29 in Heyworth. The bride, a
graduate of Heyworth High School, is
employed by FS Services in the retail credit
department and Frederic is employed by Country Mutual Insurance Company. The couple
resides in Joi iet.
Lynn Anderson, '73, to Harry Philips in
November. Lynn is teaching second grade ih
Palos Hills. Harry is a fifth grade teacher in the
same district. They reside in Crestwood.
Susan Kay Harms, '75, to Kenneth Wayne
Cashmer, '74, on November 22 in Pontiac.
Kenneth's brother served as one of the
clergymen. Susan is a medical tec hnologist
and Kenneth is employed as a branch
representative for Household Finance. The
couple resides in Merrillville, Ind.

Dixie J . Simmons, '75, to Douglas K. Westbrook on November 7 in Somonauk. Dixie is
employed by Somonauk Baptist Schools and
Doug is employed at Born Again Auto Supply
and Repair. They reside in Somonauk.
Sharon Ingold, '74, to George Evans in
December in Flanaga n. Sha ron is employed as
a special resources teac her at Wenona Grade
School , and George, who attended ISU, is
employed by Evans Heating and Cooling . The
couple resides in Bloomington.
Marilyn Swadley, '74, to Larry Leman on
November 29 in Peoria . Marilyn is a teacher at
Roanoke-Benson High School, and La rry, a
graduate of Illinois Central College, is e.ngaged
in farming. The couple resides i n Secor. ·
Rebecca McClay to John Armstrong, '71 ,
December 27 in Havertown, Pa. The bride
received her bachelors and masters degrees
from Pennsylvania State University and was
the program director of children's activity at
Children's Hospital of Philadelphia . John is
assistant manager for quality control of Funk
Seeds lnterntional. The couple resides in
Heyworth.
Marjorie Masching, '75, to James Ehrhardt
December 27 in Odell. Marjorie is employed by
Minonk Junior High School as a mathematics
teacher. and Jim, who has a degree in
agriculture from the University of Illinois, is
engaged in farming with his father. The couple
resides in Minonk.
Kathleen Ann Mack to Thomas Edward
Waszak, '73, December 27 in Bloom ington.
Kathy is a graduate of Illinois Wesleyan University and is a high school English teacher at
Bloom Township High School. Thomas is
employed at the same school as an auto shop
teacher. Following a honeymoon to Canada,
the couple is residing in Park Forest South.
Linda G. Stephenson, BA '71 , MS '73, to
Craig H. Sandusky, BS '74, MA '75,
December 22. While attending ISU both were
active in theatre and Linda directed for the Upstairs in the Park Ne·xt to the Zoo Theatre. The
bride is employed as secretary to t he dean of
the school of architecture at the University of
Kansas, and Cra ig has been an _assistant instructor in theater at the same university,
where he is working on his doctorate. The couple is residing in Lawrence, Kan.
Frances Elaine Van Doren, BS '64, MS '70
to Robert H. Phinney December 20. Frances
teaches fourth grade at Olympia Fields Gr ade
School, .and Robert. who is a graduate of
Bradley University, is employed as superintendent of the home office claims of Interstate
National Corp." in Chicago. The couple makes
their home in Richton Park.
Cath leen Elaine Girardi to William Bradford
Barker, '75, December 6 in4'1ormal. Cathy is
employed by Eisner Food Store and Brad is
employed by Barker Motor Co. The couple
resides in Bloom ington.

Carol Ann O'Hare, '70, to Keith Thackery on
J une 15. The couple is residing in M orris.
Bonita Ehlers to Everett H. Laesch, "68,
December 20. Everett is engaged i n dairy farming in rura l Normal, w here the couple
resides . .
Diane Hubly, '73, to Mark Alan Kerber on
December 27, in Chatsworth . Diane is a
kindergarten teacher at Onarga, and Mark, a
graduate of Southern Illinois University, is
engaged in farming. Following a .wedding trip
to Las Vegas, the couple resides in
Chatsworth.
Mary Jane Schmitt, '69, to Walter Hauserman in July in· Somers. Mont. Mary Jane is
currently teaching and the couple is residing in
Montana . ...
Bonnie J. Whiteside, '70, to Cully Slocum in
Champaign October 11 . Bonnie received her
MA degree in August from the University of
Denver. The couple resides in Champaign.
Patricia A Barkoviak to H. Griffith Williams,
'71 , December 22 in Port Charlotte, Fla.
Patricia is attending ISU and H. Griffith is
employed by State Farm Insurance. The couple
resides at Southgage Estates, Bloomington .
Nancy Reinwald to M. Jerome Miles, '35,
January 3 in Bloomington. The bride is a
graduate of the University of Illinois and is
employed by Felmley Dickerson. The groom is
president of C & M Enterprises.
Leanah Marguerite Keen, '72, to James M .
Litwiller, in January i n Normal. Leanah is
employed by Keen Tile Inc., and Jaines is
employed by General Telephone Company in
Bloomington. The couple resides in Norma l.
Theresa D . Stimac, '74, to Larry L.
Schwarberg, '73, August 2 i n Edwardsville.
Both ar e employed by the Beecher School District. Theresa teaches Junior English and
speech and directs the school spring play.
Larry teaches language arts in the Beecher
Junior High.
Sue Meredith, '74, to John J . Younker,
February 7 in Elburn. John is a 1972 graduate
of Loyola University and cu rrent ly teaching in
the River Trails School District and working
toward his masters degree in Educational Adm.inistration at DePaul University.
Diana L. Borcherding, '73, to John McGhee
August 24 in St. Louis. They reside in St. Lou is
where Diana works as program director at the
Red Shield Yout h and Family Center.
Christine Evans, '71 , to John Hobart,
February 28 in El Paso. John is se.lf-employed,
and they will reside in Coloma, Wis.
Anna Marie Mattingly, '73, to John Richard
Schertz, December 20 in Gibson City. Anna
teaches second grade at Gibson City Grade
School, and ·John farms near Elliott. He also
attended ISU and was affilliated with Delta
Sigma Phi Fratern ity.

Provost Hornefdiscusses ISU present, future
Vice President and Provost
James M. (Jack) Horner, 40, came
to Illinois State University in July
from a position as dean of the faculty and associate dean for academic
affairs at the University of
Alabama at Huntsville. His position at ISU, as the university's
chief academic officer, was the first
he had sought. ·
Although he was graduated from
Flat River (Mo.) Junior College and
attended St. Louis University,
Horner earned his bachelor's
degree in physics and mathem a tics
and his master's and doctoral
degrees in mathematics from the
University of Alabama.
He completed his doctorate in
1964, worked . for a year as an
associate senior research
mathematician at the General
Motors Research Laboratories in
Warren, Mich., and- returned to
Huntsville in 1965 as an assistant
professor of mathematics. He
became a full professor in 1972.
Horner is a member of a variety
of honorary and professional
organizations. In 1971 he received
a · grant of $51,163 for
mathematical research from the
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration. He has published
widely in his field.
He was born in Phillipsburg, Mo.
His parents, the Rev. and Mrs.
Cecil E. Horner, now live in Fulton,
Mo.
Horner, his wife Evelyn and their
two children, Steven, 13, and
Karen, 10, live in Normal.
Horner was interviewed in his office by Life staff writer Mike
Matthews.

LIFE: What do you see as the
major directions for ISU in the
next few years?
HORNER: In general we can say
there will b e very, very few new doctoral programs. There will be, I
suspect, a number of additional
programs at the master's level.
Continuing education will grow.
And a lot of attention will be given
to undergraduate programs, not so
much for new programs as perhaps
changes in programs to improve
the quality and to meet student
desires with a continuing emphasis
on potential employment when
students graduate.
Of course, a t the same time, we
must ma intain proper perspective.
· A college education is not designed
expressly to get people jobs, and
we've got to be clear on that. There
are m a ny traditional advantages,
the traditional merits in higher
education that have little to do with
employability. It has to do with intellectual and esthetic dimensions.
But there is special external
emphasis today on employability,
so I suspect there will be a continuing change in undergraduate
programs to m a ke them more attractive. For example, there will be ·
more emphasis in involving
students in field experiences outside the university which will
enhance their employability-and
broaden their education.

Our biggest problem will be coping with the question of continued
growth in enrollment, when no additional funding is being provided
for that growth. Many believe that
'
ISU could continue
to grow
significantly if the· decision was
made to do so; probably nothing
more is involved than saying, yes,
we want to be larger. But, we must
face the fact that it's unlikely we're
going to get additional funding
based only on increased enrollment, and that poses a real dilemma. Do we continue to thin the
resources already available, simply to increase enrollment? Or, do we
limit enrollment and attempt to
employ limited resources in a situation of stable enrollment? Inflation
affects the university drastically,
too. Inflation and continued
growth, without adequate funding
increases for inflation and with no
funding increases for growth,
makes it a very difficult situation.
If we limit enrollment, we are, in
effect, saying to students of the
state, " No, you cannot go to the institution that you want to attend.
You have to go to some other institution." That's a difficult ch oice
to accept. Ifwe'redoingthejobthat
the people of the state want done,
and they want their sons and
daughters to attend this institution
for that reason, and then we say no,
we can't take you, well ... But,
maybe that's an issue for the
General Assembly to cope with. It
is the General Assembly that is, in ·
effect, saying 'no' when it doesn't
continue to fund for enrollment increases.

we get closer to the curren t year, we
a dd more details, such as staffing
requirements, a nd then progra ms
move into the budget process.
Another element ofthatstrength
is the involvement of large
segments of the university community. The academic planning
committee, made up of faculty and
administrators, does a great deal of
work each year in preparing that
year's academic plan. Now, when I
say that year's plan, it's notj1,1st for
that year. But, it is revised each
year, so that we have an annual
five year plan. The results are
presented to the Academic Senate,
where again it is open to scrutiny
b y, faculty and students, a nd a few
administrators who are members.
Ultimately it must be accepted by
the Senate before we make external
presentations of our plans.
Other institutions are now being
forced in that direction by accrediting ageneies or b y other external bodies, but I doubt that there
are many who do it so carefully and
so well as ISU does.

LIFE: You have expressed
appreciation for the academic
planning that ISU does.
HORNER: Yes. It's a real
strength, and I believe it's perceived that way outside the university.
We plan five years in advance,
when ideas first get into the
stream, so to speak. There will be
modifications each year , but we
have a schedule of planned
program changes. Next year we
hope to implement ideas that have
been in the plan, and then add new
ideas for use five years hence. We
talk in general terms at first, but as

LIFE: What, especially, do
you find attractive about a university environment?
HORNER: The atmosphere of
the university, the intellectual atmosphere, and being around
college students-that, to me, is an
exciting experience. I enjoy it very,
very much.
·
College students are bright,
they're alive, they're active. I have
a feeling, probably incorrectly, that
someh ow they're keeping ·m e from
growing old because I'm constantly exposed to whatever is n ew in the
current college population. I find
that fascinating because your own
ideas and the ideas you encounter
don't continue to be only those of
your own age group. It's refreshing.

LIFE: Is there something
about the academic community
that is unique, that you don't
find in industry?
HORNER: Yes, although there's
probably less of a difference for
those in administration. I was considered a research mathematician
in industry. Yet, industry is reluctant to commit dollars to pure
research unless there is a definite
profit/product relationship to that
research. The major difference in
administration, between business
and education, is that you're not
profit-oriented in the latter.
LIFE: It seems to be built into
the university structure that
the faculty has a lot to say
about what does .g o on.
HORNER: And I think they
should. For example, they choose
their own colleagues. It's a
regenerative
process.
Mathematicians will choose the
next mathematician to join the
faculty, and so on ...

"Our biggest problem will be coping with the question of continued
growth .. . "

face-to-face and 'yes' over the
telephone. I just prefer to work that
way.

LIFE: And faculty also have
a significant role in the selection of their supervisors, who
are the chairpersons and the
deans ...
HORNER: The predominant
role, as a matter of fact.And I think
it's fair to say that no person in
academic administration is going
to long suvive if they do not have
the support of the faculty. The
faculty has a very formal
r elationship in our selection. What
academic administrators do needs
very much to be responsive to what
the faculty wants done.
LIFE: How would you
describe your own style of administration?
HORNER: Informal. I like to be
as informal as I can , as often as I
can. I would rather say 'no' to a person sitting in an office with them
than on a piece of paper or, in fact,
even over the telephone. Given my
choices, I would rather say 'no'

" The faculty, and the students, are
the life of the institution . .. "

LIFE: What would you say is
the product of the university
enterprise?
HORNER: Our product is people.
It is the students who leave here
who really are our product, and our
contribution is what they are when
they leave that they weren't when
they came. And I don't think it's so
much the specific facts students
have acquired. What we've learned
is not a set of facts. We've learn ed a
way to think, we've learned where
to go when we want information,
we've learned how to search out
knowledge on our own, we've learned how to be a little more openminded. Perhaps that's more important than the actual facts we acquire. And yet, we don 't know how
to m easure those intangible
elements, so we m easure reten tion
of facts instead.
LIFE: It seems you've got an
exciting opportunity to participate in the life of the institution.
HORNER: Yes, but I think the
really exciting opportunity is for
the faculty at ISU. They're th e on es
who make it a ll h appen. I can't
make it happen. It is a good institution and they are good. The faculty,
and the students, are the life of the
institution.
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Association
Russia
Russia- May 21 to 28-$747-lncludes three meals a day and all transportation, including by
air from Moscow to Leningrad- the two principal areas to be visited. Flight on Aeroflot IL 62, first
cla ss hotels with private bath . March 21 deadline.
Hawaii-June 15-22- $459- To Honolulu via American Airlines. Meals and beverages on
fight, flower lei greeting, low cost optional tours. Deluxe accommodations at Sheraton
Princess Kaiulani or similar hotel, April 15 deadline.
Paris, Rome, Florence-July 17-Aug. 1-$746-Round trip jet transportation, meals and
beverages served aloft. Seven nights in Paris, four in Rome and three in Florence. All gratuities
and transfers. Low cost optional tours. May 15 deadline.
Reservations made on first-received basis. $100 due with reservation, remainder at deadline for trip.
All three to leave and return to O'Hare Field, Chicago. Make checks payable to ISU Alumni Association
(309-438-2294) .
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Name

Alumni Office
Illinois State University
Normal, Illinois 61761
Phone: (309) 438-2294

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ __ __
City _ _ _ __ _ _ __

_ State - - - --

Phone _ __ _ __ _ _ _ __

~

_

Zip _ _ __

Class Year _ _ _ _ __ __

Telefund
Active in planning the May Telefund for the Alumni Association are, from left, E. 8 . Mercier,
Susan Stroyan and Chuck Witte. Mrs. Stroyan is a nominee for the board of directors of the
Association while Mercier and Witte are past presidents and members of the executive committee of the board. (See Page 2)

